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ABSTRACT

Use of low resolution single cell DNA FISH and pop-
ulation based high resolution chromosome confor-
mation capture techniques have highlighted the im-
portance of pairwise chromatin interactions in gene
regulation. However, it is unlikely that associations
involving regulatory elements act in isolation of other
interacting partners that also influence their im-
pact. Indeed, the influence of multi-loci interactions
remains something of an enigma as beyond low-
resolution DNA FISH we do not have the appropriate
tools to analyze these. Here we present a method that
uses standard 4C-seq data to identify multi-loci inter-
actions from the same cell. We demonstrate the feasi-
bility of our method using 4C-seq data sets that iden-
tify known pairwise and novel tri-loci interactions in-
volving the Tcrb and Igk antigen receptor enhancers.
We further show that the three Igk enhancers, MiE�,
3′E� and Ed�, interact simultaneously in this super-
enhancer cluster, which add to our previous findings
showing that loss of one element decreases interac-
tions between all three elements as well as reduc-
ing their transcriptional output. These findings un-
derscore the functional importance of simultaneous
interactions and provide new insight into the rela-
tionship between enhancer elements. Our method
opens the door for studying multi-loci interactions

and their impact on gene regulation in other biologi-
cal settings.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years the influence of chromosomal interactions
in gene regulation has become increasingly apparent (1–
6). Insights into the importance of these associations were
initially obtained from single cell DNA FISH studies and
more recently by molecular analysis using chromosome
conformation capture (3C) techniques (7–11). The original
3C assays examined interaction frequencies between two
fixed points of interest, while a later iteration of this tech-
nique, 4C-seq enabled comparisons of interaction frequen-
cies from a single viewpoint to all other sites across the
genome. Hi-C took this a step further providing a tool to
analyze all possible pairwise interactions in the nucleus (11).
These molecular approaches highlighted the importance of
enhancer––promoter interactions in controlling lineage and
stage-specific gene expression patterns (12). Moreover these
studies demonstrated the significance of chromosome loop-
ing in separating out regions that have a distinct chromatin
status (13) and the functional relevance of this aspect of
chromatin organization in gene regulation (14). Hi-C and
5C further identified the existence of higher-order struc-
tures known as topologically associated domains (TADs)
that encompass megabase wide stretches of DNA that in-
teract with each other at high frequency (15–18). By defini-
tion, DNA contacts occur most frequently within individ-
ual TADs, however interactions between TADs on the same
chromosome also occur, albeit at a lower frequency, while
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loci located on different chromosomes interact even less of-
ten. These analyses have revolutionized our understanding
of how structure function connections underpin gene regu-
lation and have provided a platform for future experiments.

One poorly understood aspect of the role of chromatin
associations in gene regulation concerns the influence of
simultaneous interactions involving more than two part-
ner regions. Although mathematical modeling approaches
have attempted to reconstruct three-dimensional structures
to address this question, only combined DNA and RNA
FISH analyses have unambiguously been able to identify
multi-loci interactions and to probe their functional impor-
tance (19). However, as mentioned above FISH is low reso-
lution and it is not possible to look at interactions that occur
at short length scales between regions of the genome sepa-
rated by less than a few kb. Furthermore, FISH approaches
are currently largely low-throughput.

Given the potential importance of the synergistic effects
of multi-loci interactions on gene regulation it is important
to design approaches for detecting and validating these. Ay
et al. recently developed an innovative 3C-based technique
to detect multi-loci interactions, however, this method has
several drawbacks regarding low efficiency of data extrac-
tion and low resolution (20). In addition another study used
a non-standard 4C-seq procedure to detect triplet interac-
tions that occur with loci on trans chromosomes (21). Mak-
ing use of standard 4C-Seq datasets that assess genome wide
spatial contacts from a single viewpoint or bait sequence, we
have now established that identification of multi-loci inter-
actions in high resolution (in cis) is feasible. We tested our
approach using several 4C-seq datasets generated from ex-
vivo derived sorted developing murine B and T lymphocytes.
Here, we demonstrate the robustness and reproducibility of
our method using four different bait sequences on chro-
mosome 6 associated with the T cell receptor beta (Tcrb)
locus enhancer, E� and the immunoglobulin kappa (Igk)
enhancers, MiE� and 3′E� as well as from a region down-
stream of Igk, REIR (a potential regulatory region we re-
cently identified (22) located close to the 3′ end of the Igk
locus).

We focused our analyses on the antigen receptor loci that
play an essential role in adaptive immunity. In total there
are seven antigen receptor loci, four T cell receptor (Tcr)
loci (Tcrg, Tcrd, Tcrb and Tcra) and three B cell specific im-
munoglobulin genes (Igh, Igk and Igl). Lineage and stage
specific rearrangement of the individual loci generates T cell
receptor and immunoglobulin diversity enabling specific
recognition of foreign antigen, which is a fundamental fea-
ture of the adaptive immune response (23). Recombination
is mediated by the RAG recombinase that binds to highly
conserved recombination signal sequences (RSSs), which
flank the variable (V), diversity (D) and joining (J) gene seg-
ments that are arrayed along the individual loci. The RAG
complex binds to two gene segments (that can be many kilo-
bases apart), brings them together and cuts at the RSS bor-
ders to generate DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs) that are
subsequently joined via the non-homologous end joining
pathway (24). Importantly, dynamic changes in locus con-
formation, namely ‘locus contraction’, occur on Igh, Igk,
Tcrb and Tcra/d loci in cells, where they recombine (25).
Locus contraction brings widely dispersed V gene segments

that can be spread out over megabases of DNA, into contact
with the proximal DJC domain through chromatin looping.
Thus, locus contraction maximizes receptor diversity pro-
viding all the V genes with an equal opportunity to recom-
bine (26–29).

In this study, we used the enhancer viewpoints to vali-
date our method by identifying known enhancer interac-
tions that occur within the Tcrb and Igk loci and flanking
regions in recombining cells. In addition, using our pipeline
we could identify interaction hubs involving antigen recep-
tor gene segments that associate with these bait regions.
Specifically, we show that changes in interaction hubs in
recombining versus non-recombining cells reflect the alter-
ations in locus conformation that result from locus contrac-
tion and rearrangement. Further, we demonstrate that al-
though deletion of the Tcrb enhancer, E� has no impact on
Tcrb V gene contraction it severely impacts interactions in
the DJC�1–DJC�2 domain.

Another important finding that emerged from these stud-
ies is the demonstration that contacts within a super-
enhancer occur simultaneously. The term ‘super-enhancer’
is used to describe a group of enhancers in close linear ge-
nomic proximity that have unusually high levels of tran-
scriptional co-activator (Mediator) and H3K27Ac (30).
Our previous pairwise analysis demonstrated that loss of
one enhancer not only disrupts pairwise interactions be-
tween itself and the other enhancers but it also interferes
with interactions between the other partner enhancers (22).
Furthermore, this disruption is linked to a reduction in their
transcriptional output (22). Simultaneous interactions be-
tween all three elements underscore the functional impor-
tance of enhancer hubs and provide insight into chromatin
organization and its contribution to super-enhancer activ-
ity.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

4C library generation

4C-seq uses 3C (chromosome conformation capture) prod-
ucts as a template for inverse PCR to amplify the genomic
regions interacting with a region of interest, the bait. The 3C
template is produced by two successive rounds of digestion-
ligation using two different 4bp cutters, NlaIII and DpnII as
outlined in Figure 1A–G. The first step involves crosslink-
ing the DNA with formaldehyde prior to the first round of
digestion-ligation that joins DNA regions in close physical
proximity. The second digestion-ligation event occurs fol-
lowing reversal of the crosslinks. This produces small circu-
lar fragments for efficient PCR amplification using primers
specific for bait regions. For the analysis described here we
used 4C-seq libraries with bait sequences associated with
the Tcrb enhancer, E�, and Igk enhancers, MiE� and 3′E�,
as well as a region downstream of Igk (REIR) (Figure 2A).
Illumina-specified adapters for Illumina sequencing were
included at the 5′ end of each primer. Our 4C libraries were
sequenced on the Illumina Hi-Seq 2500 using single-read
100-cycle runs.

At least two replicates were processed for each sample.
The number of reads obtained for each dataset is listed in
Supplementary Table S1. The data can be found in GEO
GSE80272 (22).
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Figure 1. Workflow for extracting multi-loci chromatin interactions using 4C-seq data. (A) Cross-linking step. (B) Primary restriction enzyme digestion.
(C) First ligation step. (D) Removal of crosslinks. (E) Secondary restriction enzyme digestion. (F) Second ligation step. (G) PCR amplification of fragments
(tri-loci fragments are shown in the dotted box). (H) High throughput sequencing (tri-loci reads are shown in the dotted box). (I) Alignment of tri-loci reads.
Each read is split into three segments at primary restriction enzyme cut sites that include the bait segment. These segments are aligned independently to
the genome. (J) Tri-loci interactions along the genome (bottom) and their representation in a heatmap (colored squares indicate simultaneous interaction
of the blue and orange genomic locations with the bait). (K) Heatmaps were generated by binning the genomic region of interest in a resolution dictated
by the genomic length of the loci involved in the study.

Alignment of reads representing multi-loci interactions

For each single-end read, the bait sequence was removed
from the 5′ end. The remaining part of each read was split
as shown in Figure 1H. Prior to alignment we extended the
first interacting segment with CATG sequences (the NlaIII
restriction enzyme cut site) upstream and downstream of
this string. Further, we extended the second interacting seg-

ment with one CATG sequence upstream of the string. Each
string of reads with multiple fragments, was mapped in-
dividually to the mouse reference genome (mm10) using
Bowtie (1.01) with parameters as follows:

-S -v 2 -k 1 -m 1 -I 0 –best –strata. Alignment of segments
was sorted by read name using samtools (0.1.18). We further
removed pairs of interacting segments that align to a con-
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Figure 2. Frequency and genomic distance associated with multi-loci interactions. (A) Scheme showing the location of the four 4C-seq baits on chromosome
6. (B) Frequencies of tri-loci reads in 4C-seq experiments using baits E�, MiE�, 3′E�, and REIR. (C) Frequencies of cis tri-loci fragments. (D) Distribution
of the frequencies of multi-loci fragments at different distances from the bait region. (E) Correlation of pair-wise interactions between replicates and non-
replicates. (F) Correlation of interactions using active versus inactive baits.
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tiguous region in the genome. These pairs represent only
one interacting locus that contains an undigested CATG
site. The remaining reads with two segments aligned to two
different genomic locations were termed ‘tri-loci’ fragments
(Figure 1I). These interactions are represented as a heatmap
(Figure 1K).

Reducing the effect of PCR artifacts in multi-loci interactions

To take account of PCR artifacts that can be generated dur-
ing the amplification step, we created a histogram whose y-
axis represents the number of different tri-loci interactions
as a function of the number of identical PCR duplicates
or real interacting loci shown in the x-axis (Supplementary
Figure S1). To reduce the effect of PCR artifacts we capped
the number of tri-loci fragments above the 60th percentile
of this distribution making them equal to the number of tri-
loci fragments at the 60th percentile.

The base of the heatmaps in Figures 1K, 3B-E, 4, 5B–
E and 6A–F represent contiguous genomic regions. To ob-
serve interactions within these genomic locations we binned
these regions accordingly so that each cell in the heatmap
can be linked with two genomic locations on the x-axis (us-
ing two straight diagonal lines stemming from this cell). The
intensity of the interaction between these genomic locations
is represented by the color of the cell (Figure 1K). Specifi-
cally, the normalized intensity of interaction for each cell is
given by log[1+#reads]/max(log[1+#reads]) where the de-
nominator is associated with the cell with the highest in-
tensity in the heatmap. Color-bars in Figures 1K, 3B–E, 4,
5B–E and 6A–F represent the range of the number of tri-
loci events shown in each figure.

ATAC-seq. The assay was performed using biological du-
plicates as described previously (31) with several modifica-
tions. We amplified our libraries with KAPA HiFi poly-
merase and sequenced them with Illumina Hi-Seq 2000
using 50 cycles paired-end mode. Reads were aligned to
mm10 genome with Bowtie2 (parameters: –no-discordant
-p 12 –no-mixed -N 1 -X 2000). Potential PCR duplicates
were removed from the reads with Picard-tools. Since we
are not interested in nucleosome positioning, we did not
separate reads based on fragment size. To identify regions
of open chromatin all reads are typically used for analy-
sis of the ATAC-Seq data. The data can be found in GEO
(GSE80272) (22).

RNA-seq. Data was generated as per (22) and the can be
found in GEO (GSE80272).

RESULTS

Workflow for extracting multi-loci chromatin interactions us-
ing 4C-seq data

4C-seq generated with NlaIII as a primary restriction en-
zyme cutter is likely to capture short fragments due to the
high frequency of cutting. Thus using this 4 bp-cutter in-
creases the probability that 3C products encompassing mul-
tiple interactions are identified. It is important to note that
4C reads which contain a secondary restriction enzyme and
two or more additional loci are not necessarily indicative of

multi-loci interactions since these constructs can arise from
cross ligation of digested products derived from different
cells. To improve detection of multi-loci events that origi-
nate from single cells, we only retain reads in which distinct
loci are separated by sites associated with the first restriction
enzyme. In other words, only fragments with two or more
primary restriction enzyme sites are considered for identi-
fication of multi-loci interactions (Figure 1G and H). Us-
ing this strategy for alignment of multi-loci interactions, we
were able to identify two or more loci that interact simulta-
neously with the bait region within a single cell.

The probability of obtaining multi-loci 4C fragments also
depends on read length. Indeed, the longer the read length
the greater the probability of finding fragments with at least
two primary restriction enzyme sites that are not inter-
rupted by a secondary restriction enzyme site. Since reads
representing interactions between four or more loci are rare
in experiments with 100 bp reads, we will restrict our dis-
cussion to tri-loci interactions.

Our method complements existing 4C-seq pipelines, as it
captures multi-loci interactions in addition to the standard
pairwise interactions between the bait and other genomic
locations. Furthermore, it allows us to differentiate between
bona fide tri-loci interactions (bait–loci2–loci3) and mutu-
ally exclusive pairwise interactions (bait-loci2 or bait-loci3).

Frequency and genomic distance associated with multi-loci
interactions

To detect multi-loci interactions we re-examined data gen-
erated in our lab (22) using four different baits (3′E�, MiE�,
REIR and E�) located on chromosome 6 (Figure 2A). For
this we included ex-vivo derived cells from two lineages
and four stages of mouse lymphocyte development: Dou-
ble Negative (DN) and Double Positive (DP) T cells, Pre-
(Pre-B) and Immature (Imm B) B cells. For the E�, 3′E�
and MiE�, baits were designed within regions adjacent to
each enhancer but not overlapping with sequences elimi-
nated in knockout cells. All experiments were performed
using NlaIII as the primary and DpnII the secondary re-
striction enzyme. We followed the workflow described above
for analysis of each library and compared the frequency
of multi-loci interactions across the thirty-two experiments
(Figure 2B). We observed that the frequency of tri-loci in-
teractions is consistent between replicates for the same bait
sequence and this is strongly dependent on the distribution
of restriction sites around the bait (Figure 2B, Supplemen-
tary Table). To understand this better, we counted the num-
ber of potential multi-loci fragments within 0.1Mb from the
E� or 3′E� bait. Interestingly, in experiments using the E�
bait we found more potential tri-loci interactions indicating
that the genomic location of a bait may contribute to the
probability with which multi-loci fragment interactions can
be detected. In line with this finding we identified the high-
est frequency of tri-loci interactions associated with the E�
bait on the cis chromosome (Figure 2C).

We next, examined the genomic distance separating indi-
vidual loci in tri-loci interactions (Figure 2D). In agreement
with pairwise interactions detected in 4C-seq, we found en-
richment of tri-loci interactions in regions located in close
proximity to the bait. Specifically, 40% (median estimate) of
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Figure 3. 4C-seq multi-loci interactions reflect known lineage and stage specific changes in Tcrb locus conformation. (A) The first principal component of
pair-wise interactions in DN, DP, pre-B and Immature B cells using E� as bait. (B–E) Heatmap for tri-loci interactions (window size of 50kb) involving
the E� bait in DN, DP, pre-B and Immature B cells across the Tcrb locus.

tri-loci events occur within 0.1Mb from the bait. This indi-
cates that regions in close linear proximity are more suitable
for revealing simultaneous multi-loci interactions with the
bait.

As a consistency test, we generated an interaction matrix,
denoted as M1, whose columns represent twenty–four ex-
periments involving two replicate experiments that use the
baits MiE�, 3′E� and REIR in four different cells types
(DN, DP, Immature B, and Pre-B) and whose rows rep-
resent the intensity of tri-loci interactions within windows
sizes of 500 kb across the genomic co-ordinates 68M–72M,
the region surrounding these three baits on chromosome 6.
For the E� bait, we generated a similar matrix, denoted as
M2, whose columns represent eight experiments involving
two replicate experiments in DN, DP, pre-B and Immature
B cells and performed the same analysis to examine tri-loci
interactions within window sizes of 50 kb across the ge-
nomic co-ordinates 40.8M–41.8M, the region surrounding
E� on chromosome 6. We inspected the tri-loci interaction
matrices M1 and M2 and found that as expected correla-
tions between replicates are significantly higher than corre-
lations between any two experiments from the same bait but
with different conditions (Figure 2E P-value = 6 × 10−4).

MiE�, 3′E�, and REIR are active in B cells and E� and
REIR are active in T cells. We expect these elements to in-
teract with other loci in a similar manner across conditions
if these elements are in their active state. We inspected the
tri-loci interaction matrices M1 and M2 where the bait is in
an active versus inactive state. The correlations between tri-
loci interaction profiles of pairs of experiments associated

with active baits are significantly higher than those of pairs
of experiments associated with inactive baits P-value = 6 ×
10−4) (Figure 2F).

Taken together these findings indicate that the frequency
of tri-loci interactions identified is dependent on the fre-
quency of the restriction enzyme sites and the length of the
reads. In addition, tri-loci interactions are detected more
frequently in regions surrounding the bait and interactions
are more reproducible if the bait is in an active versus inac-
tive state.

4C-seq multi-loci interactions reflect known lineage and stage
specific changes in Tcrb locus conformation

As a second consistency test, we separately checked the tri-
loci interactions in Tcrb from a bait region adjacent to its
associated enhancer, E� (Figure 2A). For this, we used win-
dow sizes of 50kb across the genomic co-ordinates 40.8M–
41.8M surrounding the Tcrb locus on chromosome 6. We
applied principal component analysis (PCA) to the interac-
tion matrix M2 (Supplementary Figure S2) and found that
the leading principal component (45% of the total varia-
tion) separates DN cells from DP and B cell subsets (Fig-
ure 3A). To understand these interactions in more detail we
pooled replicates and compared the normalized tri-loci in-
teraction intensity in DN, DP, pre-B and Immature B cells
(Figure 3B-E).

In DN cells where Tcrb undergoes recombination and the
E� is in an active state we identified two local interacting
clusters. Specifically, interactions are detected within Clus-
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ter 1 which encompasses the proximal diversity (D), joining
(J) and constant (C), DJC�1/2 region, E� and downstream
genes and Cluster 2, which harbors the V�2–V�30 gene seg-
ments. Furthermore, we identify simultaneous interactions,
between V�1 and V�31 and the V�2–V�30 gene segments,
while the regions encompassing the inactive trypsinogen
gene clusters have less contacts (Figure 3B). These data are
consistent with the low resolution changes in locus confor-
mation that we observe by DNA FISH in recombining DN
cells: namely that V� genes interact more closely with each
other and with the proximal DJC�1/2 domain as a result of
‘locus contraction’ (28,29). However, our method enables us
to identify that Cluster 2 forms a subdomain specifically in
recombining DN T cells while interactions within Cluster 1
are identifiable in B as well as T cells.

In DP cells, reduced interactions within the V�2-V�30
Cluster 2 subdomain are in line with decontraction occur-
ring in the developmental stage that follows on from rear-
rangement, as previously demonstrated by us using both
DNA FISH and 3C (27) (Figure 3C). In addition, many
V� gene sequences will have been deleted as a result of rear-
rangement occurring on at least one allele. The absence of
interactions across the Tcrb locus, particularly within the
V�2-V�30 gene cluster in either pre-B or immature B is
also reflective of an absence of ‘locus contraction’ or intra-
locus interactions occurring in these cells (27) (Figure 3D
and E). Taken together these data provide new insight into
Tcrb locus structure in T and B lineage cells. In particular,
the identification of triplet interactions enables us to gen-
erate heatmaps similar to those generated by Hi-C and 5C,
however in contrast to Hi-C and 5C, which identify pairwise
interactions within individual cells, our method can iden-
tify three-way contacts between the bait and other regions
in close proximity occurring at the same time in the same
cell.

An absence of E� alters the architecture of the 3′ end of Tcrb
without changing interactions involving V� genes

To further demonstrate the functional importance of iden-
tifying triplet interactions in Tcrb we used Tcrb enhancer
knockout cells (E�−/−) and analyzed interactions using the
bait adjacent to E� (Figure 2A). E� is the sole enhancer
identified to date as being important for regulating the Tcrb
locus. Its deletion leads to a total absence of germline tran-
scription in the proximal DJC�1-DJC�2 domain and a fail-
ure of Tcrb rearrangement accompanied by a block in T cell
development at the DN3 stage (32,33). Given its essential
role in Tcrb recombination, analyses of the E� knockout
cells provide a heat map of interactions on an unrearranged
locus.

Our results demonstrate that an absence of E� does not
noticeably impact interactions between the V�2–V�30 gene
segments in Cluster 2, which remain equivalently accessible
as determined by the presence of ATAC-seq signal in the
region. Additionally, we do not observe a reduction in con-
tact between Cluster 2 and Cluster 1, which encompasses
the DJC�1–DJC�2 subdomain, the E� bait and down-
stream regions (Figure 4A and B). It is of note that we de-
tect slightly stronger interactions between the 3′ V gene seg-
ments and the E� bait in E�−/− cells. This is likely because

in the wild-type cells at least some of these will have been
deleted as a result of rearrangement.

A zoom in of Cluster 1 in wild-type DN cells using
smaller window sizes (2 kb) shows strong contact between
the E� and the DJC�1/2 region and simultaneous interac-
tions between the DJC�1 and DJC�2 gene segments (Fig-
ure 4C). However, in the E� knockout DN cells, interactions
within Cluster 1 are markedly depleted compared to con-
trols (Figure 4C and D). The loss of contacts within Cluster
1 coincides with a complete absence of transcriptional activ-
ity within the region in E�−/- DN cells, which goes hand in
hand with the absence of ATAC-seq signals and rearrange-
ment in this region (32,33).

These findings are largely in line with the findings from
recent 3C studies performed by the Oltz lab (34). However,
unlike 3C analyses, which provide a measure of the inter-
action frequency between two fixed points, our 4C provides
a comprehensive unbiased comparison of interaction fre-
quencies from the bait across the entire locus. Furthermore,
the triplet analysis adds a new dimension to the analyses
showing how different regions of the locus that have con-
tacts with E� have simultaneous interactions with other
regions in the locus. Specifically, our data unequivocally
demonstrate that in both wild-type and enhancer mutant
cells, interactions within and between Clusters 1 and 2 oc-
cur simultaneously in the same cell.

4C-seq multi-loci interactions reflect known lineage specific
changes in Igk locus conformation

The MiE� and 3′E� enhancers are known to promote tran-
scription and recombination of the Igk locus (35,36). Here
we selected to analyze lineage specific changes in locus con-
formation across Igk from the MiE� and 3′E� baits using
our pipeline for detection of tri-loci interactions. For our
locus wide analysis, we generated an interaction matrix, de-
noted as M3, whose columns represent sixteen experiments
involving two replicate experiments that use the baits MiE�
and 3′E� in four different cells types (DN, DP, Immature
B and Pre-B) and whose rows represent the intensity of tri-
loci interactions within windows sizes of 200 kb across the
genomic co-ordinates 68M–72M on chromosome 6. We ap-
plied PCA to the interaction matrix M3 (Supplementary
Figure S3) and found that the leading principal components
(contribute 45.9% and 11.2% of total variation) indicating
that the two B cell subsets (pre-B and Immature B) were
significantly separated from the two T cell subsets (DN and
DP). We found no significant differences between experi-
ments using the MiE� and 3′E� baits (Figure 5A).

Next, we pooled the replicates and displayed the nor-
malized tri-loci interaction intensity in the four cell types,
DN, DP, pre-B and Immature B for the MiE� and 3′E�
baits (Figure 5B–E and Supplementary Figure S4A–D, re-
spectively). Heatmaps for the MiE� and 3′E� baits of the
same cell type show similar interaction patterns in agree-
ment with the PCA. We identified three major interaction
clusters within the V� genes from the heatmaps of the pre-
B and immature B cells. Within the three hubs V� gene
segments simultaneously interact with other V� gene seg-
ments and these interactions occur at the same time as V�-
MiE�, V�-3′E� interactions. This profile is consistent with
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Figure 4. 4C-seq multi-loci interactions identify changes in contacts across Tcrb that result from deletion of E�. (A and B) Heatmap for tri-loci interactions
(window size of 50kb) involving the E� bait in DN WT versus E�−/− cells across the whole Tcrb locus. The ATAC-seq tracks display read density. (C and
D) Heatmap for tri-loci interactions (window size of 2kb) involving the E� bait in DN WT versus E�−/− cells across DJC of the Tcrb locus. The ATAC-seq
tracks display read density.

low resolution DNA FISH analyses, demonstrating that Igk
undergoes locus contraction in recombining B cells (28).
Nonetheless, the triplet analysis provides the first detailed
picture of what contacts this involves and additionally iden-
tifies three V� interaction hubs.

As expected we see fewer contacts along the Igk locus in
T cells, however, consistent with previous findings the en-
hancers interact more with regions outside of the locus at
the 3′ end in these cells (37) (Figure 5D, E and Supplemen-
tary Figure S4C, D). Together these results demonstrate
that our method can detect known lineage specific changes
in locus conformation in addition to identifying new simul-
taneous interactions between different V gene segments and
the enhancers. These interaction hubs may influence the
topology of antigen receptor loci and be important for the
generation of diversity that results from V(D)J recombina-
tion.

Enhancer hubs and their impact on super-enhancer activity

In addition to the MiE� and 3′E�, Igk possesses another
enhancer, Ed�. MiE� and 3′E� are both important for rear-
rangement and deletion of either one leads to a reduction in
the frequency of � expressing B cells, while the double mu-
tant is sufficient to abrogate Igk recombination altogether
(35,36). In contrast, an absence of both the 3′E� and Ed�
leads to a dramatic reduction in germline and rearranged
transcription, a reduction in active chromatin marks, in-
creased DNA methylation and reduced levels of rearrange-
ment (38). Thus, all three enhancers have overlapping and
distinct functions that contribute to the regulation of Igk.

Our recent investigations have identified that this cluster
of enhancers constitutes a super-enhancer in pre-B and Im-
mature B cells (22). Using 4C-seq with baits adjacent to the
MiE� and 3′E� enhancers we found that these regulatory el-
ements are in contact with each other in 3D space. Further,
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Figure 5. 4C-seq multi-loci interactions reflect known lineage specific changes in Igk locus conformation. (A) Scatterplot of the first and second principal
components of pair-wise interactions of DN, DP, pre-B and Immature B cells using MiE� and 3′E� as baits. (B–E) Heatmaps for tri-loci interactions
(window size of 200kb) involving the MiE� bait in pre-B, Immature B, DN and DP cells across the Igk locus.

we showed that deletion of one element reduces the interac-
tion frequency between other enhancers in the hub, which in
turn compromises the transcriptional output of each com-
ponent. However, we did not determine whether the three
enhancers interact with each other at the same time in the
same cell.

To examine the relationship between the three enhancers
we generated heatmaps of tri-loci interactions using a win-
dow size of 2.5 kb. We pooled the reads from pre-B and
Immature B cell 4C-seq experiments using MiE� and 3′E�
as baits in WT cells. Using the 3′E� or MiE� baits, we de-
tected strong simultaneous local contacts between MiE�,
3′E� and Ed� in WT B cells (Figure 6A and D). As in
our pairwise analyses (22) we found that deletion of ei-
ther the MiE� or the 3′E� not only interferes with tri-loci
MiE�, 3′E� and Ed� interactions in which they participate,
but they also disrupt pairwise interactions between the two
other enhancers in the hub (Figure 6B, C, E, F, G). These
changes correspond to a reduction in transcriptional out-
put at the other partner enhancers (22) (Figure 6H). These
findings highlight the interdependent nature of multi-loci
associations and their functional importance in gene regu-
lation and provide new insight into chromatin organization
as a whole. Importantly they demonstrate that in the case
of the Igk super-enhancer, the three enhancers are indeed
in close physical contact at the same time in each cell. This
provides an explanation for why deletion of each individual
element could disrupt the contacts and transcriptional out-
put of the others (22). These findings add new mechanistic
insight into how super-enhancers function.

DISCUSSION

Although we know of many examples that underscore the
importance of pairwise chromatin interactions in gene regu-
lation (7–11), we have almost no information about the im-
pact of multi-loci associations. Here, we present a method
that uses 4C-seq data to identify multi-locus interactions
from the same cell. We demonstrate the feasibility of our
method using 4C-seq data that identifies known pairwise
interactions that occur within the Tcrb and Igk antigen re-
ceptor loci and additionally extract information that tells
us which of these is involved in tri-loci associations. In ad-
dition, we examine the effect of the E� deletion on inter-
actions across the Tcrb locus and demonstrate that consis-
tent with previous findings, loss of this enhancer does not
disrupt interactions between V� gene segments and E�. In
contrast we show that loss of contacts within the DJC�1–
DJC�2 domain go hand in hand with loss of germline tran-
scription in this region in the mutant cells. Importantly, our
analyses now demonstrate that in both wild-type and en-
hancer mutant cells, interactions between the E� bait and
the V� gene segments occur at the same time as interactions
between the V� gene segments.

Recent Hi-C analysis and related approaches have uncov-
ered the fact that the genome is organized into megabase
size TAD structures (15–18). It is thought that one poten-
tial function of these highly conserved structures is to lo-
cally restrict the action of regulatory elements to loci con-
tained within their boundaries. The identification of these
new structures then opens up a number of important ques-
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Figure 6. Enhancer hubs and their impact on super-enhancer activity. (A–C) Heatmap for tri-loci interactions (window size of 2.5 kb) involving the
MiE� bait in WT versus MiE�−/− and 3′E�−/− B cells across the 3′ end of the Igk locus. The intensity of interactions between the three regions in the
neighborhoods of the three enhancers (which is proportional to the intensity of the blue color) is marked by a red dot in each of the heatmaps. (D–F)
Heatmap for tri-loci interactions involving the 3′E� bait in WT versus MiE�−/− and 3′E�−/− B cells across the 3′ end of the Igk locus. (G) Model showing
the interactions in of the three enhancers in WT, MiE�−/− and 3′E�−/− pre-B cells. (H) RNA-seq data showing the transcriptional output across the 3′
end of the Igk locus in WT, MiE�−/− and 3′E�−/− pre-B cells.

tions concerning gene regulation. For example, although we
now know that promoters are not specifically tethered to
specific enhancers in a one-to-one relationship (39), we do
not yet know whether simultaneous interaction of enhancer
elements with an individual promoter contributes to the
regulation of individual genes (40,41). Another example is
the �-globin locus in which multiple pair-wise interactions
imply the possibility of simultaneous interactions between
the locus control region (LCR), 5′ hypersensitive site (5′HS)
and 3′ hypersensitive site (3′ HS) (42). Our pipeline provides
a tool to address these questions.

Here, we have used our method to show that the three
enhancers of Igk, which can be defined as a super-enhancer
in pre-B and immature B cells (22) interact simultaneously
within the same cell. This provides mechanistic insight into
why deletion of an individual element reduces pairwise as-
sociations between the other components such that if one
contact is lost it impairs the contacts between other com-
ponents in the hub. Furthermore, this finding provides func-
tional insight into why there is a concomitant reduction in
the transcriptional output of the other elements. These data
suggest that contacts between the individual components
of a super-enhancer are important for their activity. Fur-
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ther analyses of other super-enhancers will need to be per-
formed to determine whether these rules are a general fea-
ture of super-enhancers. Our pipeline provides a means to
do this. Finally, our method provides a tool to determine if
gene regulation involving multiple elements involves simul-
taneous interactions that are dictated by hierarchical rela-
tionships.
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